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Krylon Fabulous Finishes

™

®

The Easy Way to Faux
Textured Elegance
Make It Crackle!
Make It Pearl!
Make It Stone!
Make It Suede!

™

®

®

®

®

Transform the Things You Have into the Things You Love!

™
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®

Make It Stone!
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– And Make It Last!

®

A beautiful stone-textured finish on almost any surface in two surprisingly simple steps. That’s what consumers get
with Krylon Make It Stone! The cap displays the actual color and textured finish to show consumers the great results
they’ll get from using this fun product. It’s available in 13 colors, including four exciting metallic finishes to create an
elegant, sophisticated look. Additionally, Make It Stone is acid-free and can add dimension to scrapbook projects.
Krylon Make It Last! gives projects the finishing touch with indoor/outdoor clearcoat protection.
®

®

®

®

Project Ideas:

Lamps, planters, frames, pottery, furniture and more.
Description

Part #

UPC

*Make It Last

18200

7-24504-18200-9

Black Granite

18201

7-24504-18201-6

Charcoal Sand

18202

7-24504-18202-3

Travertine Tan

18203

7-24504-18203-0

Rose Quartz

18204

7-24504-18204-7

Jadestone

18211

7-24504-18211-5

Obsidian

18212

7-24504-18212-2

White Onyx

18213

7-24504-18213-9

Lapis Lazuli

18225

7-24504-18225-2

Mediterranean Reef

18227

7-24504-18227-6

Metallic Gold

8260

7-24504-08260-6

Metallic Silver

8261

7-24504-08261-3

Metallic Copper

8262

7-24504-08262-0

Metallic Antique Gold

8263

7-24504-08263-7

*6 oz., case of 6.

12 oz., case of 6.
®

Make It Suede!
®

®

Krylon Make It Suede! makes it easy to bring the classic elegance of suede to almost any decorative object.
This distinctive finish answers the growing consumer demand for more sophisticated and unusual textures.The
soft, brushed finish of Make It Suede! is the ideal complement to many decors. Consumers will love its ease of
use, one-coat coverage, and unique appearance. Make It Suede! is also acid-free and can add exciting texture
to scrapbook projects.
Project Ideas:

Candleholders, bookshelves, pottery, decorative boxes, frames and more.
Description

Part #

UPC

Berber
Buckskin
Caramel
Brushed Sienna
Brittania
Bordeaux
Forest Glen

1240
1241
1242
1243
1244
1245
1246

7-24504-01240-5
7-24504-01241-2
7-24504-01242-9
7-24504-01243-6
7-24504-01244-3
7-24504-01245-0
7-24504-01246-7

12 oz., case of 6.
Krylon.com
For more information, please call 1.800.797.3332 or fax us at 1.800.433.0463.
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More Products! New Ways to Sell!
Consumers have really fallen for faux finishes. And now they have more choices
than ever to make any project an artistic expression of their personality.
®

Krylon’s aerosol-based faux finishes come in a variety of colors and textures that
are perfect for any decorating style. These easy-to-use, high-quality paints work on
any number of surfaces. We’ve expanded and improved our offering so consumers
can quickly achieve the results they want.
Our new Textured Elegance™ finish is sure to be a big seller with the
unique wrinkled look it creates. And we’ve got new ways to sell!
We’ve moved many of our larger kits into single cans. So you get
more shelf space and consumers get easier-to-use finishes.
Check out Krylon’s latest faux finishes and see why everybody
is falling for faux.

Textured Elegance

™

– New
®

™

It’s a whole new wrinkle on faux finishes! Krylon Textured Elegance joins our family of Fabulous Finishes
to give crafters and decorators a unique, new way to add depth and beauty to almost any surface. The
more coats they apply, the deeper the wrinkled texture. This one-of-a-kind durable paint is perfect for
indoor or outdoor decorating, and promises to bring new excitement to the faux finish market. It’s
available in six fresh colors that are ideal for any decorating style.
Project Ideas:

Patio furniture, planters, candleholders, lamps, frames, vases and more.
Description

Part #

UPC

Morning Sun

8280

7-24504-98280-7

Cream Cafe

8281

7-24504-98281-4

Coral Cove

8282

7-24504-98282-1

Iced Blue

8283

7-24504-98283-8

Jade Frost

8284

7-24504-98284-5

Soft Linen

8285

7-24504-98285-2

12 oz., case of 6.
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®

Make It Crackle!
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– New & Improved!
®

®

We’ve made the popular Krylon Make It Crackle! antique finish better than ever. It’s got a new,
expanded color palette to give consumers more choices from the latest color trends. The new palette is
lighter, fresher and has a wider appeal. All colors work well together. We’ve also moved the larger kits
into single cans, giving crafters more options. This quick-drying finish creates a classic, aged look on
almost any decorative object. It’s now available in three basecoats and five topcoats.
Project Ideas:

Planters, birdhouses, candleholders, lamps, frames, vases furniture and more.
Description

Part #

UPC

Basecoat - Spanish Moss

8270

7-24504-98270-8

Basecoat - Vanilla Icing

8271

7-24504-98271-5

Basecoat - 24 Karat

8272

7-24504-98272-2

Topcoat - Meadow

8273

7-24504-98273-9

Topcoat - Morning Glory

8274

7-24504-98274-6

Topcoat - Ballerina

8275

7-24504-98275-3

Topcoat - Buttercup

8276

7-24504-98276-0

Topcoat - Marshmallow

8277

7-24504-98277-7

12 oz., case of 6.

®

Make It Pearl!

– New & Improved!

The sophisticated look of pearlescence is now better and easier to use – for both consumers and retailers.
One new ultra-translucent finish in a single can replaces four separate products, freeing up valuable shelf
space. This convenient, one-step spray can be used over any base color to create a softer, “pearlized”
look. It also looks fabulous by itself for sheer elegance on wood, metal, glass and more. The can size has
also been reduced to encourage more trial usage.
Project Ideas:

Bridal crafts, vases, ornaments, baskets, garden accents and more.
Description

Part #

UPC

Sheer Pearl

1207

7-24504-01207-8

6 oz., case of 6.

